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ABSTRACT

This review paper examines the corrosion behavior of alloys and metals in molten salts
consisting of alkali metal nitrates.  The chemistry of this class of molten salt is discussed as it
affects the composition of the melt and metal oxide solubility.  The corrosion rates and
mechanisms of a broad selection of alloys are reviewed, including stainless steel, carbon steel,
chromium-molybdenum steel, nickel and nickel alloys.  The type of corrosion products that are
formed on these materials over a wide range of experimental conditions are discussed.  The
results of studies of the effect of the molten salt on mechanical properties and cracking behavior
of a number of alloys are also summarized.
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Corrosion of Alloys and Metals by Molten Nitrates

I.  Introduction

Molten nitrate salts are used primarily as heat transfer fluids in the chemical and metallurgical
industries [1], although other technological applications are being developed.  The prospective
applications include solar thermal energy (STE) systems [2] and separation of oxygen from
air.[3]  Other potential uses have been suggested, including batteries [4], fuel cells [5], and flue
gas scrubbers for air pollution control.[6]  STE systems have been the most intensive new
development.  A 10 megawatt solar thermal electric power system that uses focussed sunlight
has recently been demonstrated [7] and construction of a commercial-scale power plant is
planned.[8]  Solar thermal energy systems that use molten alkali nitrate salts as working fluids
for heat collection and storage require structural materials that have good corrosion resistance at
temperatures up to 600°C.  Selecting container materials for such advanced applications raises
several questions regarding adequate corrosion resistance for long-term service.

The corrosion behavior of alloys and metals in molten salts consisting of alkali nitrates or
nitrate/nitrite mixtures is reviewed in this paper with primary emphasis placed on the suitability
of materials for engineering applications.  The database regarding corrosion behavior in these
molten salts has expanded substantially since the comprehensive review by Rahmel in 1982 [9],
particularly with regard to the variety of materials investigated as well as to corrosion at
temperatures above 500°C.  Such progress was primarily a result of the development of solar
thermal energy applications that employ this molten salt to collect and store the energy of
focussed sunlight.  In this review, the corrosion behavior of classes of alloys suitable for
fabricating STE components are summarized and the temperature envelopes for using these
materials are estimated.  The corrosion rate equations and mechanisms are discussed with regard
to the equilibrium chemistry of the molten salts.

II.  Chemistry of Molten Alkali Nitrates

Molten nitrate salts are used industrially almost exclusively as mixtures of NaNO3 and KNO3.
The liquid-solid boundary in the phase diagram for these two constituents does not indicate a
sharp eutectic, but rather, a broad range of low-melting mixtures surrounding the minimum
melting point of 222°C at the equimolar ratio (46 wt.% NaNO3).[10]  The composition 44 mol.%
NaNO3 - 56 mol.% KNO3 (60-40 wt.%), which melts at 238°C, was chosen for advanced STE
applications and was used in several engineering demonstration projects.[7,11]  The data
suggested that a mixture enriched in NaNO3 relative to KNO3 would be desirable since the
significantly lower cost of the sodium salt would offset the disadvantages of a slightly increased
melting point.  Low cost is particularly important if the molten salt is to serve as the thermal
energy storage media given the large inventories required.[7]

A principal consideration in accepting the "60-40" molten salt composition for long-term use at
temperatures near 600°C was chemical stability because the evolution of decomposition products
can affect both its thermophysical properties and corrosion potential.  Molten nitrate salts may
undergo a variety of reactions depending on the temperature and the composition of the cover
gas.[12]  The primary reaction with regard to long-term stability is the decomposition of nitrate
to nitrite and oxygen; see Eq. 1.

NO3-  ⇔  NO2-  + 1/2 O2        Eq. 1
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Experimental investigations of the equilibrium of Eq. 1 have determined the equilibrium constant
at temperatures up to 600°C.[13]  The nitrite concentration of melts in equilibrium with air is
about 3 wt.% at 565°C and 5.5 wt.% at 600°C.  Decomposition (formation of nitrite) is
suppressed by increasing the pressure of oxygen in the cover gas.  Fig. 1 compares the
concentration of nitrite according to whether the 60-40 nitrate mixture was equilibrated with air
or oxygen.  Calculated values (lines) and measured values (circles) of the nitrite concentration at
various temperatures are shown and agree well.[36]
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Figure 1. Equilibrium concentration of nitrite in molten nitrate salt vs. temperature.  The
cover gas is either air or oxygen.  The lines represent calculated values and the
symbols denote experimental measurements.

Another important chemical property of molten nitrates, with regard to corrosion, is that these
melts behave as bases in the Lux-Flood sense, that is, as oxide ion donors.  Molten nitrates are
quite weak bases, at least at temperatures below 600°C.[14]  Thermochemical equilibrium
calculations have been used to predict the behavior of nitrate melts over a wide range of
conditions.  The thermodynamic model included reactions of nitrate and nitrite which yield alkali
oxides and gases, such as oxygen, nitrogen and NOx and estimated the phase stability diagram of
the Na-O-N system at various temperatures.[15]  This study determined that the concentration of
oxide ions was negligible at STE design temperatures, but increased rapidly above 600°C.  This
was  an important finding because oxide ions are known to exacerbate corrosion.  A comparison
of the oxide ion concentrations measured in equilibrium melts with predictions of the
thermodynamic calculations suggested that oxide ions behave non-ideally in nitrate melts.[16]

Some of the chemical and electrochemical factors relevant to corrosion of metals in molten
nitrates have been discussed by Smryl.[17]  Of particular interest is that chromium (as well as
molybdenum and manganese) can produce soluble anions, e.g., chromate or dichromate.
Because of this solubility, chromium can be readily extracted from the surface oxide scales
formed on many types of alloys designed for high temperature applications.  The chemical
behavior of molybdenum in molten nitrate salts is similar to that of chromium and as such, it is
likely that molybdenum is also removed from the surface oxide layers.  Molybdenum forms
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oxides (MoO2, MoO3) that can react with trace amounts of oxide ions in the weakly basic molten
salt to form molybdate, MoO4.[14]  In contrast, nickel and iron do not form soluble species.[17]

Compilations of the physical properties of molten nitrates are available.[18]  However, the
maximum operating temperature intended for STE systems is 600°C, which is significantly
higher than the limits of the published properties.  For this reason, a research program was
undertaken to measure the physical properties of the equimolar mixture of NaNO3 and KNO3
over the complete range of temperatures relevant to advanced STE systems.  The results of this
experimental program, encompassing viscosity, heat capacity, density, and thermal conductivity,
have been summarized elsewhere.[19]

III.  Corrosion of Fe-Cr-Ni Alloys

The corrosion behavior of iron-chromium-nickel alloys in molten alkali nitrates is of primary
importance for applications that require prolonged containment of the melt at temperatures
nearing 600°C, and STE systems in particular.  These alloys, which include the austenitic 300-
series stainless steels particularly, are essential for fabricating components subjected to both
large mechanical stresses and elevated temperature.  Corrosion data from a variety of sources
prior to 1970 have been compiled by Bohlmann,[20] however, these data concern short-term
tests and were not considered adequate for engineering design.  Furthermore, little information
was available regarding the types of corrosion products formed or the kinetics of the corrosion
process.  During the preceding 20 years, a good deal of data have been collected from either the
immersion of test coupons in isothermal salt baths or the exposure of alloy tubing in thermal
convection flow loops or pumped loops.  Below, we review key results from a variety of these
studies.  In subsequent sections, results pertaining to a variety of other alloys and metals are
discussed.

Laboratory studies performed at Sandia National Laboratories by Bradshaw, Goods, and others
have shown that Fe-Cr-Ni alloys corrode at quite moderate rates at temperatures up to 600°C in a
molten salt consisting of 60% (wt.) NaNO3 and 40% KNO3.  Isothermal crucible experiments
were conducted at 570°C and the extent of corrosion was measured from descaled weight losses.
The total metal losses of 316SS and 304SS were about 10 microns after 7,000 hours of
exposure.[21,22]  Experiments conducted at 560°C produced similar results.[23]  Corrosion
experiments were also performed using low-velocity fluid flow loops in which coupons were
exposed to the molten salt at 600°C.  Under these conditions, Alloy 800 (Incoloy® 800,
nominally Fe-20Cr-35Ni; Incoloy® 800 is a registered tradename of Inco Alloys International,
Huntington, WV, USA.) experienced about 6 microns of metal loss after 5000 hours [24], while
304SS lost about 8 microns after 4200 hours.[25]  Corrosion data obtained from a molten salt
pipe loop pumped at a relatively large flow rate agreed with these results and further
demonstrated the adequate corrosion resistance of 316SS and 304SS.[26]

The kinetics of metal loss and scale formation of stainless steels in molten nitrates generally
follow a parabolic rate equation at temperatures approaching 600°C.[23]  Such an equation
describes corrosion that increases proportionally with the square root of time and indicates the
formation of a protective, or self-limiting, corrosion product layer on the surface of an alloy.
This behavior is indicated in Fig. 2 with regard to the corrosion of 304SS at 570°C in several
commercial-purity mixtures of molten nitrates.  In Fig. 2, descaled metal losses are plotted vs.
the square root of time.  Plotted in this way, the good fit of the data to straight lines affirms the
applicability of a parabolic rate equation.  The parabolic rate constants are approximately 1 x 10-7

cm/sec1/2.  Thus, the corrosion rate of stainless steel in molten nitrates is less than in a high-
pressure steam environment at the same temperature.[27]
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Figure 2.  Descaled metal losses of Type 304 SS during corrosion in molten nitrate salt at
570°C.  Data for several commercial-purity nitrate mixtures are shown.

Examination of the corrosion scale layers on stainless steel coupons following the tests
described above revealed that adherent oxide layers were formed that had a multilayer
structure.  This morphology was found to be characteristic of oxides formed on all Fe-Cr-Ni
alloys at temperatures up to 600°C.  This morphology is shown in the SEM micrograph in
Fig. 3 in which three distinguishable layers of oxide are indicated.  The elemental
composition of these layers, and the underlying alloy, is given by the electron microprobe
analysis shown in Table 1.  The "spot #" in Table 1 corresponds to the locations labeled on
Fig. 3.  The oxide layers (dark band at top) consists primarily of the iron oxide magnetite,
Fe3O4, as identified by X-ray diffraction.[21,23]  The exterior portion of the oxide was
partially converted to a sodium-iron oxide, while the innermost layer is a spinel of iron and
chromium that provides the protective layer with regard to the corrosion rate.  These results
have been corroborated by analyses of alloy tubes from experimental solar receivers.
Examination of scale layers on the inside surface of Alloy 800 receiver tubes, that had
operated for about 1000 hours in a cyclic solar radiation environment, revealed similar oxide
layers.[28]  These studies established that the primary corrosion products were M3O4 spinels
of iron alone and iron mixed with chromium and that chromium was depleted from the alloys
and dissolved in the melt.
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Figure 3.  Photomicrograph of the corrosion product layers on 316 SS after 4084 hours of
thermal cycling at 560°C (max.) in molten nitrate salt.

TABLE 1.  Elemental concentration (wt.%) of selected areas of the corrosion product layers
on 316 SS after 4084 hours of thermal cycling at 560°C in molten nitrate salt.

Region Spot # O Fe Cr Ni Mo Na

Outer layer 7,8 13.3 69.4 1.4 1.9 0 12.3
Middle layer 6.9 12.0 76.9 3.3 1.2 0.9 4.5
Inner layer 4 18.1 13.2 63.2 1.3 3.0 0.7
    " 5 16.8 21.4 54.7 4.8 1.2 0
    " 10 16.1 27.0 46.2 7.5 2.4 0
Depletion band 3 0 71.9 6.3 18.5 2.6 0
    " 11 0 72.7 7.7 9.1 3.9 0
Alloy 1,13 0 68.4 18.9 9.0 3.4 0
    " 2,12 0 66.4 18.9 11.9 2.8 0
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Corrosion of stainless steels in molten nitrate salts is also influenced by factors such as thermal
cycling and the presence of dissolved impurities in the molten salt.  Due to the diurnal cycling of
solar insolation, the high-temperature components in an STE system are required to tolerate
many temperature excursions between the maximum operating temperature and the minimum
ambient temperature.  Thermal cycling generally aggravates high temperature oxidation, but the
degree to which a particular material is affected in any given environment is difficult to predict.
The primary effect of thermal cycling on high-temperature oxidation is to damage protective
surface oxide layers via mechanical stresses arising from mismatched thermal expansion
coefficients between the surface scale and the alloy.  Corrosion is also affected by the presence
of dissolved chloride impurities in the molten salt.

Typically, the least costly grades of nitrate salts tend to have higher impurity concentrations,
thus, it was necessary to assess the impact of such constituents on corrosion.  A previous
corrosion study of both stainless and carbon steels showed a moderate effect of dissolved
chlorides on corrosion.[21]  Thermal cycling and impurities in the molten salt act in concert to
increase corrosion rates, in that chloride often degrades adhesion of thermally-grown oxides to
high temperature alloys.[29]
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The effect of both of these factors on the metal losses of 316SS thermally-cycled between 565°C
and about 100°C is shown in Fig. 4.  This plot uses parabolic coordinates, thus the upward
deviation of the metal losses for coupons exposed to molten salts containing more than 0.5 wt.%
chloride (M-3 and M-4) demonstrates that the protective surface oxide, formed at low chloride
concentrations, has been degraded.  In this case, a linear rate equation has replaced the parabolic
one.  Although the linear rate constants pertaining to this test are not remarkably large, metal
recession will obviously be much greater during prolonged service than when protective scales
form.
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Figure 4.  Descaled metal losses of Type 316 SS during thermal cycling corrosion in molten
nitrate salt mixtures at 565°C (max.).  Data for four different levels of dissolved
chloride are shown.

Corrosion in Thermal Convection Flow Loops

Corrosion of Fe-Cr-Ni alloys has also been studied using thermal convection flow loops.
Thermal convection loops create a circulatory fluid flow due to buoyancy differences resulting
from an imposed temperature differential.[30]  Such an apparatus can be used to study mass
transport of dissolved alloying elements, caused by fluid flow along the thermal gradient, as well
as corrosion.  The concern with regard to solubility behavior was that dissolved corrosion
products might precipitate in the coldest parts of the flow system and foul or plug them, a
phenomena called thermal-gradient mass transfer.  The alloys 316SS, 304SS, and Alloy 800
were investigated by Bradshaw using loops that operated at temperatures between 300°C and
600°C.  The rates of metal losses of these alloys were between 5 and12 micron/year at
600°C.[24,25]  A similar study by Tortorelli and DeVan, using thermal convection loops in
which the salt was in contact with an argon cover gas instead of the air atmosphere used in the
former experiments, estimated corrosion rates of about 8 microns/year for both 304SS and 316SS
at 590°C.[31]  These values agree well with expectations based on the data discussed above
obtained from isothermal tests at somewhat lower temperatures.  Measurements of metal losses
by chemical descaling revealed that the majority of metal consumption was due to oxide scale
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formation rather than depletion of alloying elements as soluble species.[24]  However, chemical
analyses of the salt in the loops established that chromium was gradually dissolved, whereas iron
and nickel were negligibly soluble.  As discussed in a preceding section, the solubility of
chromium in molten nitrates is quite large.  However, the dissolution of chromium into the melt
was kinetically limited by diffusion through the surface oxide scale.  Thus, the concentration of
chromate in the molten salt is limited to amounts far below solubility limits.  Accordingly, no
thermal-gradient mass transfer was observed.

Corrosion at Temperatures Exceeding 600°C

The corrosion resistance of Fe-Cr-Ni alloys deteriorates significantly at temperatures exceeding
600°C.  As noted in the preceding section concerning molten salt chemistry, decomposition of
the nitrate melt ultimately forms oxide ions and these species are much more corrosive than
nitrate.  Slusser, et al, evaluated a large number of alloys in molten nitrates at temperatures up to
670°C and reported metal losses of as much as 120 microns in tests lasting several hundred
hours.[32]  Other studies found that significant changes in the primary corrosion products occur
in this temperature regime.  The major change is that the spinel oxides described above are
converted to sodium ferrite (NaFeO2).[33]  This compound has been observed at temperatures of
615°C and higher.  This change in corrosion mechanism also results in rapid corrosion rates that
follow linear kinetics, indicating that NaFeO2 is a non-protective scale.[34,35]  Corrosion tests
have recently been conducted in a molten nitrate salt mixture that was stabilized by using an
oxygen cover gas to suppress decomposition of the molten salt.  Coupons were exposed to this
salt at temperatures up to 650°C and corrosion rates were determined by descaled weight losses.
Metal losses were approximately ten times greater at 650°C than at 570°C and the iron-
chromium spinel observed at the lower temperature had been completely converted to the
sodium-containing oxide by the basicity of the molten salt.[36]

IV.  Corrosion of Cr-Mo Steels

Chromium-molybdenum steels are often used for the evaporator sections of steam generators
operating at temperatures up to 500°C rather than stainless steels in order to avoid stress
corrosion cracking.  In applications involving molten nitrates, these alloys must, of course, also
exhibit satisfactory corrosion resistance. Only limited data have been available concerning the
corrosion behavior of Cr-Mo steels in molten nitrate salts until recently.  Bohlmann compiled
corrosion data prior to 1972 based upon a survey of industrial users of molten nitrates and
estimated that 21/4Cr-1Mo and 5Cr-1/2Mo would corrode about 200 microns/year at 480°C.[20]
Spiteri reported that 21/4Cr-1Mo experienced linear metal loss kinetics equal to about 800
microns/year at 500°C when the alloy was exposed to nitrate salt under a nitrogen cover gas.[37]
Corrosion data have also been reported for molten salts containing high proportions of nitrites,
such as 40 (wt.%) NaNO2-7 NaNO3-53 KNO3.  Kirst, Nagle and Castner observed corrosion
rates as large as 250 microns/year for low chromium steels immersed for several weeks at
538°C.[38]  At 500°C, Fe-5Cr steel corroded according to linear kinetics at a rate of nearly 300
microns/year.[39]  Kramer, Smyrl and Estill did not report rate data, but identified Fe2O3 as the
primary corrosion product on 5Cr-1/2Mo at 450°C.[40]

Laboratory studies by Bradshaw have provided a better understanding of the oxidation behavior
of chromium-molybdenum steels in molten nitrates and have established reliable limits on the
use of these materials.  Several Cr-Mo steels containing from 21/4 to 9 wt.% chromium were
studied in a molten nitrate salt at 460°C.[41]  The descaled weight losses observed in these tests
are plotted vs. the square root of time in Fig. 5.  The 21/4 Cr-1Mo steel lost about 50 mg/cm2,
equivalent to about 60 microns of metal recession, during the 4000 hour test period.  Although
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parabolic rate equations generally described the corrosion of all three steels, significant
differences were apparent.  The corrosion resistance increased as the chromium content of the
steels increased, but 9Cr-1Mo corroded much slower than the steels containing either 21/4Cr or
5Cr.  Note that the weight loss of 9Cr-1Mo was multiplied by a factor of ten (10) to provide
resolution in Fig. 5.  The experimental data presented above show that 21/4 Cr-1Mo steel
corroded quite rapidly in molten alkali nitrate salt at 460°C.  In addition, the chloride impurities
typically contained in commercial grades of alkali nitrates significantly aggravated corrosion of
this alloy.
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Metallographic examination of the corrosion products revealed that complex oxide phases were
formed during corrosion in the molten salt on the steels containing less than 9% Cr.  As an
example, Fig. 6(a) shows a scanning electron micrograph of the residual oxidation products
formed on a 21/4 Cr-1Mo steel after 4200 hours of exposure to the molten salt.  The oxide layer
was composed of many discrete lamellae that were organized on several dimensional scales.
Near the salt-exposed surface, these lamellae are only about 1 micron in thickness.  Near the
alloy interface, the fine lamellae are less evident, but are still visible at very high magnification.
On a coarser scale, bands of many of these lamellae, approximately 10-20 microns thick, are
delineated by porosity or cracks.  Fig. 6(b) is an X-ray map of chromium taken from the same
location that reveals that each band appears to be partitioned into alternating layers,
approximately 5-10 microns thick, consisting of Cr-rich and Cr-poor iron oxide.  In contrast, the
9Cr-1Mo steel formed a single bilayer oxide consisting of Fe3O4 over a layer of (Fe,Cr)3O4,where
both layers were basically the same thickness, about 2 microns.[41]

Figure 6. (a) Scanning electron micrograph showing the morphology of the oxide scale formed
on 21/4Cr-1Mo after 4200 hours of exposure to molten nitrates at 460°C. Discrete
lamellae of oxide that are organized on several dimensional scales are apparent.
(b) X-ray map of chromium, corresponding to micrograph, reveals that each oxide band
is partitioned into alternating layers, approximately 5-10 µm thick, that consist of Cr-
rich (bright) and Cr-poor iron oxide.

The use of Cr-Mo steels for molten nitrate salt containment in STE systems is currently restricted
to alloys containing 9 wt.% chromium or more, which affords suitable corrosion resistance.  A
leaner alloy, such as 21/4Cr-1Mo, can only be considered if the corrosion resistance can be
significantly improved.  There is evidence in the literature that relatively small additions of
silicon improve the corrosion resistance of Fe-Cr alloys in gaseous oxidants at high temperature.
For example, Taylor, et al., observed that 0.6 wt.% silicon significantly decreased the parabolic
rate constant of an Fe-9Cr alloy, compared to the pure binary alloy, oxidized in CO2 at
580°C.[42]  Laboratory experiments were conducted by Bradshaw and Goods to evaluate the
effect of small additions of silicon to 21/4Cr-1Mo on corrosion resistance in molten nitrates.[43]
Corrosion measurements based on descaled weight losses showed that steels containing 1 wt.%
and 2 wt. % silicon, respectively, experienced two to ten times less corrosion than the standard
alloy that contains 0.36 wt.% Si during a 4200 hour testing interval. These data are plotted in
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Fig. 7.  These tests further demonstrated that the silicon-enriched steels had a substantial
tolerance to chloride contamination of the molten salt.  In addition, the corrosion products
formed on the silicon-enriched alloys were considerably more adherent and much less likely to
blister than the standard alloy.
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Figure 7. Effect of the silicon content of 2-1/4 Cr-1 Mo steel on metal losses in molten nitrate
salt at 460°C.

V.  Corrosion of Carbon Steel

In applications where exposure to nitrate salts can be limited to 400°C or less, the use of carbon
steels may be considered.  Several papers in the literature describe the results of short-term
corrosion tests of carbon steel in molten nitrates.  These investigations primarily concerned the
effect of dissolved impurities, such as chloride and sulfate, on corrosion as compared to pure
nitrate melts.  For example, El Hosary, et al, reported that the corrosion rate of mild steel at
400˚C increased approximately as the logarithm of the chloride concentration.[44]  At 0.6 wt.%
NaCl, the corrosion rate increased by a factor of about three compared to a chloride-free melt
during an 8-hour test.  Other researchers report similar behavior for iron at 400°C-450°C.[45]
Corrosion rates increased by about a factor of four during a 25-hour test when the chloride
concentration was 0.7 wt.% compared to a chloride-free melt.  The effect of dissolved sulfate in
nitrate melts on corrosion of mild steel results in corrosion rates increased by 20% when 7.5
wt.% Na2SO4 was added to the pure molten salt.[46]
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Long-term experiments have been conducted to verify the corrosion resistance of carbon steel in
commercial-purity nitrate salts.  Measurements of net weight gains suggested that corrosion rates
of carbon steel are suitable for components of STE systems that operate at temperatures below
about 320°C.[26]  Experiments have also been performed in which corrosion was measured
directly, as the descaled weight loss, for pure NaNO3-KNO3 salt, the same salt containing 0.7
wt.% chloride, and a ternary salt mixture containing Ca(NO3)2 as well as the alkali nitrates.
Weight loss data for A36 carbon steel specimens at 316°C are shown in Fig. 8.[21]  The data fall
into two distinct categories depending on the impurities present in the molten salt.  The
specimens exposed to the high-purity molten salt and the chloride-doped mixtures (upper 3 lines)
corroded slowly at this temperature and lost about 1 to 3 mg/cm2 after 4000 hours.  Weight
losses increased as the chloride level increased.  The specimens exposed to the ternary nitrate salt
(lower solid line) corroded very slowly, losing only 0.3 mg/cm2 after 4000 hours.  A binary salt
mixture that contained several hundred ppm (wt.) of dissolved magnesium (dotted line) corroded
at an intermediate rate.
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Figure 8.  Descaled metal losses of A36 carbon steel during corrosion in molten nitrate salt
mixtures at 316°C.  Data for several concentrations of dissolved chloride are
shown. The open symbols denote experiments in which the molten salt contained
several hundred ppm (wt.) of magnesium.

The oxidation products that formed on carbon steel after prolonged exposure to the molten salt
have been analyzed by X-ray diffraction and determined to be primarily magnetite .[21]  The
oxide films formed on A36 carbon steel that displayed unusually small weight losses, in the
ternary molten salt described above, have been examined by Auger spectroscopy coupled with
sputter depth profiling.  This analysis demonstrated that magnesium replaced iron on a majority
of the divalent sites in the spinel lattice, and thereby created a significantly more protective oxide
film than magnetite.[47]

VI.  Corrosion of Nickel and Nickel-Base Alloys

Nickel-base alloys are also candidates for molten nitrate salt applications and generally possess
superior mechanical strength compared to the iron-base alloys.  The low solubility of nickel
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oxide, observed during the experiments with stainless steels discussed above, suggests that nickel
may form a protective oxide layer in the molten salt.  Some information has been published
concerning corrosion of nickel and its alloys in molten NaNO3-KNO3 at temperatures relevant to
advanced solar thermal energy systems.  Corrosion tests conducted in molten NaNO3 at
temperatures between 465°C and 529°C for 6944 hours resulted in losses of about 30
microns/year for a group of nickel-base alloys that included IN-600 (Inconel® 600, nominal
composition, Ni-15Cr-9Fe; Inconel® 600 is a registered tradename of Inco Alloys International,
Huntington, WV, USA.), Ni-20Cr and Ni-16Cr-22Fe.[48]  In a nitrite-rich molten salt consisting
of 52 (wt.%) KNO3-41 NaNO2-7 NaNO3, a corrosion rate of 450 microns/year was observed at
570°C for Inconel® 600 and corrosion kinetics were linear.[20]  Burolla and Bartel reported
metallographic analysis of corrosion products on Inconel® 600 following an immersion of 700
hours in NaNO3-KNO3 at 550°C that revealed internal oxidation of chromium and formation of
nickel-rich and iron-rich surface oxide scales.[49]  Slusser, et al, observed rapid corrosion of a
variety of nickel-base alloys in molten nitrates at temperatures exceeding 650°C.[32]

More recent laboratory studies have provided a somewhat better understanding of the oxidation
behavior of nickel and its alloys in molten nitrates.[50]  The corrosion of commercial purity
nickel, (Nickel 200 grade), a nickel- 4% aluminum alloy (Ni-4Al), and IN-600 was studied at
various temperatures in the eutectic nitrate melt.  The corrosion products formed on nickel and
its alloys were very adherent, thus net weight gain, due to oxide formation, provided a
convenient measurement of the extent of corrosion.  The net weight gains of these materials are
shown in Fig. 9.  In general, the trends of weight gain with time indicate that corrosion
proceeded according to linear rate equations.  Note that the corrosion experiments with the alloys
were performed at 600°C and 630°C, compared to 565°C for nickel metal.
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Figure 9.  Net weight changes of Nickel 200, IN-600, and Ni-4 Al immersed in molten nitrate
salt at various temperatures.
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Metallographic examination of cross-sections of the test coupons revealed quite different
corrosion products between nickel and the two alloys.  The optical micrograph in Fig. 10 shows
that Ni-200 suffered severe intergranular oxidation at 565°C.  After 1500 hours, thick layers of
nickel oxide formed along the grain boundaries and these intrusions had penetrated well over 100
microns into the metal.  This behavior was apparently due to the relatively large carbon content
of Ni-200 (0.08 wt.%).  Bricknell has described similar oxidation morphology of Ni-200 in
gaseous oxidants and attributed the attack to carbon at grain boundaries.[51]

Figure 10.  Micrograph showing intergranular oxidation of Nickel 200 after exposure to molten
nitrate salt at 565°C for 1500 hours.

Metallographic examination of IN-600 after 2800 hours at 630°C revealed a different mechanism
of oxidation than for nickel.  The micrograph in Fig. 11 shows that the oxidation products
consisted of an external layer of NiO (the narrow dark band above the light band) about 4
microns thick.  Chromium was absent from the NiO layer that contacts the molten salt.
However, internal oxidation of chromium had penetrated to a depth of almost 40 microns.  The
bright band beneath the oxide layer is metallic nickel and contains no alloying elements.  Soluble
corrosion products of chromium were also formed.
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Figure 11.  Micrograph showing surface scale and internal oxidation of Inconel 600 after
exposure to molten nitrate salt at 630°C for 2800 hours.

VII.  Molten Salt Effects on Mechanical Properties

The material performance requirements, other than general corrosion resistance, for molten salt
containment alloys have been driven largely by STE applications.  In this regard, requirements
vary considerably between STE subsystems.  For “cold salt” storage tanks, carbon steels have
been shown to have adequate corrosion resistance up to 320°C and the mechanical requirements
are minimal, resulting only from the thermal cycling-induced stresses and strains along the tank
sidewall as the salt level rises and falls.  The most challenging salt containment requirements
were found in the receiver tubing where the combination of the one-sided heating and the diurnal
nature of receiver operation give rise to severe thermomechanical stresses.  These operating
conditions are manifested as a low-cycle, high-strain amplitude fatigue environment.  A key
concern that arose because of the unique operating characteristics of the receiver was whether the
exposure to the molten salt, in conjunction with the thermomechanical environment, would
promote corrosion-induced cracking of the tubing material.  Conversely, the question arose as to
whether prolonged exposure to nitrate salts would degrade the mechanical properties of various
alloys in some fashion that would adversely affect their fatigue properties.  The complexity of
testing in molten salts limited studies to a few alloys such as Alloy 800, 316 SS and HT-9, a
12Cr-1Mo ferritic steel   The influence of molten salts on mechanical properties of 21/4Cr-1Mo
steel has been examined as well.  Because of the difficulty in reproducing the precise
thermomechanical environment experienced by the receiver tubes, most tests have been of a
screening nature, usually consisting of monotonic tensile tests performed at very low strain rates.

Constant Extension Rate Testing (CERT) of Alloys

The CERT test (also called the slow strain rate test) consists of imposing a constant displacement
rate on a tensile specimen of uniform gauge section that is exposed to the environment of
interest.  Multiple tests are usually performed over a wide range of strain rates to allow for
prolonged exposure times.  It is not unusual, therefore, for individual tests to run for up to 1000
hours.  Because of the somewhat arbitrary test conditions, the results are usually compared to
tests performed on specimens exposed to a reference environment under identical conditions of
strain rate and temperature.  Typically, reduction in area (RA), strain to fracture and ultimate
tensile strength (UTS) are measured as parameters that determine the susceptibility of an alloy to
environmental degradation.  The test is thus a versatile method for the detection of an
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environmental or stress corrosion cracking phenomenon.  It may also be used for the analysis of
the critical variables which may contribute to the observed material degradation.  The variables
which may be screened include temperature, the nitrate salt composition or impurity content, and
the metallurgical condition of the alloy.  The CERT test may also be used to examine the
influence of deformation on the corrosion characteristics of a material subjected to an oxidizing
environment.  In particular, for solar thermal applications, it is important to determine if
mechanical deformation induces either a change in corrosion mode (from one of uniform surface
attack to one that is intergranular in nature) or if it appreciably accelerates the rate of oxidation,
resulting in an unacceptable metal loss rate.
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Early work examined the CERT response of Alloy 800, 316 SS and HT-9 at 600°C and  21/4Cr-
1Mo at both 450°C and 525°C in nitrate salts.[52,53]  The behavior of sheet tensile specimens in
molten salt was compared to the behavior of specimens exposed to air over the same range of
strain rate.  Fig. 12 shows the influence of a 60 wt.% NaNO3 – 40 wt.% KNO3 molten salt
mixture on the ductility of these alloys.  Ductility loss in the figure is simply computed as the
difference in ductility measured in air minus the ductility measured in the salt mixture.  For 316
SS, little or no ductility loss due to the salt is apparent over the entire range of strain rates
examined.  However, both the ferritic steel and Alloy 800 begins to show some small decrease in
ductility at the lowest strain rates corresponding to salt exposure times of approximately 1000
hours.  In contrast, the lower alloy steel demonstrated marked decrease in ductility even at the
substantially lower test temperatures.
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Figure 12.  The influence of molten salt exposure on the ductility of high temperature alloys.

Metallographic analysis revealed that the continuously imposed deformation resulted in two
principal effects for Alloy 800 and 316 SS.  First, there is some intrusion of the oxide film below
the nominal oxide-base metal interface.  An example of this is shown in Fig. 13(a) for Alloy 800
tested at a strain rate of 2 x 10-7 sec-1.  This intrusion occurred due to a small amount of near-
surface, grain boundary cracking induced by the slow strain rates and elevated temperature.
Away from the immediate vicinity of the fracture surface, this cracking extended to a depth of
only one or two grain diameters. Further, such cracking was ubiquitous, occurring at these
temperatures and strain rates regardless of the environment.  Cracking was therefore not an
indication of a transition from a relatively benign mode of uniform surface corrosion to an
aggressive form of intergranular attack.
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Continuous straining of these alloys in concert with exposure to the molten salt, however, also
resulted in some acceleration of the rate of oxidation.  The effect was small, constituting only
about a twofold increase in the rate of oxide film formation.  In contrast, Fig. 13(b) shows that
continuous deformation resulted in a catastrophic acceleration in surface corrosion rates for the
21/4Cr-1Mo alloy, leading to the observed loss of ductility.

Figure 13.  Surface oxide films formed on Alloy 800 (upper) and 21/4Cr-1Mo (lower)
specimens subjected to continuous deformation.

Corrosion-Fatigue Behavior

A very limited number of studies have examined the behavior of alloys in fatigue environments.
In one study, hollow tubes of Alloy 800 (at two carbon levels) were filled with the 60 wt.%
NaNO3 – 40wt.% KNO3 salt mixture and then tested under low-cycle, high strain amplitude
fatigue conditions.[54]  The results of these tests are shown in Fig. 14 and reveal that salt
exposure had little effect on the fatigue life of the alloy, compared to specimens exposed to air.
These tests were performed isothermally at 650°C and thus did not fully replicate the
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thermomechanical environment of the receiver.  More importantly, total exposure times to the
molten salt were quite short.  At the lowest strain amplitude, the maximum test time was about
40 hours, while at the highest strain amplitudes, test times were only a few hours.  These
exposure times contrast with a receiver lifetime requirement of nominally 30 years.   Given the
relatively slow oxidation rates of this alloy reported above, such short tests produced little
interaction between the molten salt and the test material.

The fatigue crack growth characteristics of Alloy 800 in molten nitrate salt have also been
examined.[55]  Pre-cracked specimens were immersed in the same nitrate salt mixture as above
and tested at 600°C.  While suffering from the same shortcomings as the above work, namely
isothermal exposure conditions and limited salt exposure times, the results revealed that the salt-
induced formation of oxidation products had little effect on fatigue crack growth rates or crack
growth thresholds.
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Figure 14.  Corrosion-fatigue behavior of Alloy 800 in molten nitrate salt at 650°C.
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VIII.  Summary

A comprehensive database regarding the corrosion resistance of a variety of alloys and metals in
molten nitrate salts has been established that enables materials to be selected with confidence in
their long-term performance.  Fe-Cr-Ni alloys, e.g., austenitic stainless steels, display acceptable
corrosion resistance up to 600°C, regardless of whether thermal cycling is imposed or moderate
amounts of chloride impurities are dissolved in the molten salt.  Protective surface scales,
consisting of spinel oxides of iron and iron-chromium, are formed on these alloys and parabolic
corrosion kinetics were observed.  Chromium was oxidized and slowly dissolved from Cr-
containing alloys by the molten salt, although thermal gradient mass transfer was not observed.
Corrosion rates of iron-base alloys increased rapidly at temperatures exceeding 600°C due to
fluxing of chromium from the oxide scale and formation of sodium iron oxide.  Cr-Mo steels
offer corrosion resistance if the chromium content is at least 9% or supplemental silicon is added
to 21/4Cr -1Mo steel.  Carbon steels are corroded very slowly at temperatures up to at least
320°C.  Nickel experienced rapid intergranular oxidation at 565°C, although nickel-chromium
alloys demonstrated good oxidation resistance.  The molten salt did not cause susceptibility to
cracking of high-temperature alloys or appear to reduce the corrosion-fatigue lifetime.
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